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I started life as an illustrator



...and then as a storyboard artist for Film & TV



Most of my career I was responsible for managing some of the world’s leading fashion & style magazines



you.automatic

I set up Craft Publishing in London in 2007  - Multi-channel ‘Branded’ content agency 











http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yexxWvPtZI
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 GenerationCreate
30 years ago the economy was based on raw materials and industry. 
Parents disapproved of creative careers, all professions had strict 
uniforms and your sex and class defined you

We are now entering a ‘creative’ economy where designers,
photographers and film-makers can earn more than nearly any other profession,
jeans have replaced the suit and tie and you are more likely to be defined 
by your music than your age

The Creative Generation is changing the way the world goes round.
They do things their way but contribute directly to economic 
growth; they represent the most significant growth area in an international  
workforce and control over half of the world’s disposable income

They are proud to label themselves as creatives because of what that says about
them. They feed off the information imagery placed into marketplace and have a
big influence on those around them.

Creative Industry in UK



Creative Industry
The Creative Industries are defined as the following 13 industries: 
Advertising, Architecture, Art & Antiques, Computer Games, Crafts, 
Design, Designer Fashion, Video, Film & Photography, Music, Visual and 
Performing Arts, Publishing, Radio and TV and Software

These days every business trading in the UK (big or small) relies heavily on 
the creative industry for a wide range of creative services from packaging, 
graphic design and advertising to architecture, product design and a web 
presence 

Creative industry JUST in London employs over 500,000 people and is 
worth more than half of the UKs £98bn annual turnover

There are thousands of creative companies in existence in the UK to 
support this demand (Average size 1-4 employees, 200-500k turnover)

These creative businesses are owned and run by the creative people 
themselves who have a skill base more biased towards creativity than 
commerce (Common failing of British arts education system)

Where necessary they can still compete with big business by forming tight 
networks that utilise complementary skill-sets to deliver the bigger picture



Sector UK Turnover No. of Employees

Advertising £16 billion 72,000

Architecture £2.9 billion 38,000

Design £2.9 billion 19,000

Designer Fashion £2.1 billion 22,000

Film, Video & Photography £7.3 billion 55,000

Music £5.7 billion 72,000

Publishing £0.8 billion 12,000

Software £43.5 billion 36,300

TV & Radio £17.6 billion 75,000

UK Creative industry
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Greater creative industries

LAYER 1 ACTIVITIES: 

Publishing

Commissioning

Financing

Casting

Adaptation of layer 1 outputs

Exhibition organisers

LAYER 3 Agents for layer 1

Manufacture of hardware and raw materials used in layer 1

LAYER 4

Consumer retail of Creative product

Manufacture of hardware and raw materials used in layer 2 and layer 3

Sales of hardware to layer 1

LAYER 5

LAYER 2

Retail of complementary products (e.g. televisions) to consumers

PerformingWriting

Acting

Programming

Composition

Filming



Same story in US



• The Creative Industries now correctly identified and defined as significant in future of 
British economy

• Design and Creativity now beginning to be identified as having a part to play in future 
development of British Society & Culture

• Our Champions in this arena (James Dyson, Paul Smith, Norman Foster etc) are now 
identified on a global stage (this also includes Arts establishment Covent Garden, Tate 
and in Education RCA, UAL etc.)

• It is vaguely understood that this market is populated by a new breed of people that 
think, act, work, interact, make decisions in unique ways that will change society and the 
business landscape if it continues to grow in volume and financial importance

• Creative hubs have been built where creatives can work closely together

• London has been invested in a global cultural centre

• London fashion week and design weeks continue to grow

Success story



But what have we done wrong
• Creative education system fails to develop business skill 

• Industry hasn’t tried hard enough to understand/appreciate importance of design 

• Creative Industries haven’t stood together to change opinion

• Creative industries haven’t stood together to change legislation

• Creative industries haven’t shared resources 

• Too much talent has been allowed to go abroad

• Creative industries havent attracted investment (seen as too risky)

• Design & Content industry is still debating how to engage with business

• Taken too long to place real value on design

• Too busy trying to win Awards to achieve solid turnover

• Confused messages - saviour of British Economy / high risk time wasters



Keys to success
• The marriage of good business and good creativity

• Keeping best talent here in Poland

• Being Polish for Poland

• Investing in creative education and infrastructure

• Adding essential commercial element to education

• Incentivising investment in Creative industries

• Incentivising business to engage with design

• To engage the Creative community to explain their point of view and needs

• To engage the Business community on this subject to explain their point of view 
and needs accepting them

• To promote a marriage that can make a difference

• Vibrant city with good transport links London NYC

• Alive with inspiration and lots of places where creatives can rub shoulders   


